Muscular control of a learned movement: the speed control system hypothesis.
The "speed control system" hypothesis, which represents an attempt to identify an invariant characteristic of learned movements, postulates that movements of variable extent are controlled by regulating the intensity of muscle contractions such that the contraction duration remains constant. The contingency set originally utilized to develop this hypothesis was expanded by examining a movement that was multidirectional and multiarticular, and executed by large muscle groups generating near maximum torques. The investigation focused on the techniques utilized by weightlifters to control lower extremity displacement during the initial phase of the double knee bend execution of the "clean" in Olympic weightlifting. The combination of the quantified muscle activity and the angular velocity, both about the knee joint, revealed a sequence of shortening-lengthening muscle contractions throughout the movement. The first two periods of net muscular activity, one extensor and the other flexor, were utilized to examine the movement for invariant characteristics. As predicted by the speed control system hypothesis, the duration of the first period of net muscle torque activity (extensor) did not vary significantly, for either group of subjects, over the relative loads examined. The duration of the second period of activity (resultant flexor muscle torque), however, was not constant across loads, and further, the direction of the change depended upon the level of expertise. The more capable lifters tended to increase the duration of the resultant flexor involvement while the less skilled athletes utilized the reverse strategy when the load was increased. Conversely, the intensity of the muscle activity for both groups of subjects and both the extensor and flexor periods covaried with load, as predicted by the hypothesis. The speed control system hypothesis, therefore, provided an appropriate explanation for the first component of the movement, the period of extensor dominated (shortening contraction) muscle torque, but was inappropriate for the subsequent interval, a resultant flexor (largely lengthening contraction) muscle torque.